FEATURES OF THINKVISION MC50 MONITOR WEBCAM

ThinkVision MC50 Monitor Webcam

CLARITY FOR YOUR
BUSINESS VISION

THE PLUG-AND-PLAY WEBCAM WITH SMART SECURITY
Add clarity to your business vision with Lenovo ThinkVision MC50 Monitor Webcam.
This feature-rich webcam adds easy functionality to your daily operations when
paired with compatible monitors¹. Capturing 1080p RGB video images with its
1/2.9-inch RGB sensor, MC50 delivers clear images for all your videoconferencing
needs. Its wide 90° field of view fits your content comfortably in the frame, while
the cam swivels -45° to 225° and tilts +/-30° up and down. Thanks to Lenovo’s
proprietary Smart Traffic Light, which automatically turns on a tiny light when you
are engaged in a meeting, and a physical camera shutter, you can say goodbye to
privacy concerns. MC50’s built-in dual microphones with noise cancellation provide
clear audio that you can count on, captured up to 2 meters away.

¹

Visually smarter
ThinkVision MC50 Monitor Webcam makes doing business smarter and smoother. Its 1080p
resolution RGB camera captures Full-HD detail for when your task calls for clarity. If you’re
videoconferencing from home or a tidy corner of a café, the MC50 projects real, quality video.
Let others know when your audio or video is live, thanks to Lenovo’s patented Smart Traffic Light; a
red light illuminates whenever the camera accesses an image or sound. Enjoy a comfortable, flexible
setup by tilting up to +/-30° and swiveling the camera -45° to 225° to be in the position for your
needs. Capture a wide 90° view, perfect for larger conferencing setups.

MC50 is compatible with selected ThinkVision P & T models.

Audibly clearer
When it comes to Videoconferencing, the sound is every bit as critical as the image. MC50’s
built-in dual microphones work in tandem to actively cancel noise so that your voice comes across
loud and clear every time while background sounds are silenced. The camera’s microphones
accurately pick up your voice within a range of 2 meters but filter out unwelcome distractions.

Simply safer
With MC50, peace-of-mind goes hand-in-hand with plug-and-play. When you need privacy, the
webcam’s physical shutter closes in front of the lens so others can’t see you. Its other key security
feature is its anti-theft locking functionality that anchors the camera to your monitor and can be
removed with a physical key. It’s easy to connect MC50 to your monitor through a simple USB
connection with a one-step plug-in.

ThinkVision MC50 Monitor Webcam
RGB RESOLUTION
FHD (1920 x 1080)

SALIENT FEATURES

LENS TYPE
RGB

Camera
1080p RGB Camera with 1/2.9
inches sensor size for excellent
resolution and clarity.

Privacy Shutter
Physical Shutter to address your
privacy needs.

Microphone
Built-in Dual Microphone, with
noise cancellation for convenient
and clear communication.

Smart Traffic Light
Automatic Smart Light that turns
on when you start a meeting.

RGB SENSOR SIZE
1/2.9 inches
CAMERA FOV
DFOV 90°
MICROPHONE
Two Built-in Microphone
VOICE PICK-UP DISTANCE
2m
NOISE CANCELLATION
Yes
PRIVACY SHUTTER
Yes (built-in)
SHOOTING ANGLE
Tilt : +/-30°
Pan : -45° / 225°
CABLE LENGTH
0.7 m
I/O PORTS
USB-A
COMPATIBLE WITH
Windows 7/Windows 10
macOS 10.14 or later
Chrome OS 85.0.4181.3 or later
Compatible with Popular UC Platforms
(Microsoft Teams, Amazon Chime, Google Hangouts,
Cisco Webex, Zoom, BlueJeans, etc.)

INSTALLATION GUIDE

Locks securely with your ThinkVision Monitor

Locking Key

COMPATIBLE MONITORS
P40w-20 | P34w-20 | P32p-20 | P27u-20 | P27h-20 | P27h-28 |
P27q-20 | P24h-20 | P24h-2L | P24q-20 | T34w-20 | T32p-20 |
T32h-20 | T27h-20 | T27h-2L | T27q-20 | T24h-20 |
T24m-20 | T24t-20

Twist the ‘lock’ with the
‘Locking Key’ to fasten
securely.

DIMENSION (L x D x H)
mm
: 116 x 44.6 x 170
inches : 4.57" x 1.76" x 6.7"

The webcam is locked when the
red line
aligns with either of the
lock icons , on the left or right.
Red line

Attach it to the grill on
the monitor’s backside.

Lock icons
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